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Jvc dr-mv150 remote codes

Post 1 made on Tuesday September 28, 2010 at 10:12 tramsLong Time Member Joined:Posts:September 201013 Hello, maybe i'm in the wrong section or in the wrong forum at all!! But I see that there are experts in remote control here! I have a remote genius control and I want to control DVD recording (JVC DR-MV1SE), but having a
remote control manual look, I can see the JVC codes for TV and VCR only. How can you get the right code for this type of device? I tried to use auto programming mode from Genius Remote, but it didn't work at all, not with my TV (Philips). I hope you can help me... Sorry for my English 2 made on Wednesday September 29, 2010 at
00:21 JasonvpSelect Joined:Posts:July 20082,404 OP | Post 3 made on Wednesday September 29, 2010 at 05:53 tramsLong Time Member Joined:Posts:September 201013 I'm sorry but i was wrong about the manufacter of the remote control! His name is Jinius!!! It has a 7in1 remote control and says in its manual that it supports JVC
devices such as TS, VCR, CD and DVD.is the device I want to control a jazz mix! It's a DVD recorder and VHS recorder, so are there codes for it? who is this? A VCR or DVD?Thank you! OP | Post 4 made on Wednesday September 29, 2010 at 14:36 tramsLong Time Member Joined:Posts:September 201013 Ok, please focalize on my
last question:The device that i want to control is a combo! It's a DVD recorder and VHS recorder, so are there codes for it? who is this? A VCR or DVD? Post 5 made on Wednesday September 29, 2010 at 22:10 JasonvpSelect Member Joined:Posts:July 20082,404 Try both. I know the work of Panasonic combo with both DVD and VCR
code. If this doesn't work you may have to upgrade to learn remotely. CheersJason OP | Submitted 6 made on Thursday September 30, 2010 at 09:33 Tram member joined time:Posts:September 201013 on September 29, 2010 at 22:10, Jasonvp said... Try both. I know the work of Panasonic combo with both DVD and VCR code. You
mean that it controls VCR functions with VCR code and it controls DVD functions with DVD code, or do you control it with VCR code (or DVD) it controls both the VCR side and the DVD of the jazz band? If this doesn't work you may have to upgrade to learn remotely. I'm not gonna... What is learning remotely? OP | Post 7 made on
Saturday October 2, 2010 at 15:25 tramsLong Time Member Joined:Posts:September 201013 Post 8 made on Saturday October 2, 2010 at 18:01 3FGSelect Member Joined:Posts:August 20091,861 trams,We really can't help much. The only similar jazz band we know IR signals for is the DR-MV150. That uses the JVC IR protocol with
device 111, and it uses it for all functions, both DVDs and VCR. The DR-MV1SE appears to use the same signals, but we don't know that for sure. But Ginyus even in one Google won't show up, so we have no idea how you work remotely. The only thing we can suggest is to try any JVC code that launches that Remotely, try setting up
both DVDs and VCR codes. Some remotes can learn the main IR signals that come with the component. You point the main remote at learning distance, press a button, and remote learning retains the IR signal. If the DR-MV1SE uses the same signals as the DR-MV150, then there are two other posibilites. 1) Get remotely made by
Universal Electronics (OneForAll and others) and use video startup code 1164. Just get some OneForAll remotely that the code launches.2) remotely that can program computers with Pronto Hex format codes. A remote example is Logitech Harmony. What part of the world are you in? OP | 9 built on Monday October 4, 2010 at 06:35
Tram time member joined:Posts:September 201013 on October 2, 2010 at 18:01, 3FG said... Tramway, we can't really help much, the only similar jazz band we know IR signals for is the DR-MV150. That uses the JVC IR protocol with device 111, and it uses it for all functions, both DVDs and VCR. The DR-MV1SE appears to use the
same signals, but we don't know that for sure. But Ginyus doesn't even show up in a Google search, so we have no idea how you work remotely. The only thing we can suggest is to try any JVC startup code that is remotely owned, try both DVDs and VCR setup codes. I've tried all the JVC codes, both DVD and VCR codes, but it didn't
work. This remote is very poor and it was very cheap when I bought it! That's why it doesn't work! Today a friend of mine borrows a remote control that works with my device! This code for JVC DR-MV1 S! But it's an expensive remote control! Some remotes can learn the main IR signals that come with the component. You point the main
remote at learning distance, press a button, and remote learning retains the IR signal. If the DR-MV1SE uses the same signals as the DR-MV150, then there are two other posibilites. 1) Get remotely made by Universal Electronics (OneForAll and others) and use video startup code 1164. Just get some OneForAll remotely that the code
launches.2) remotely that can program computers with Pronto Hex format codes. A remote example is Logitech Harmony. Can I use my friend's remote control to teach my device's IR codes to a learning remote control? If I can do it, can you learn using computers and some IC to create a remote control of yours instead of buying
remotely!? What part of the world are you in? Italy. Post 10 made on Monday October 4, 2010 at 07:10 JasonvpSelect Member Joined:Posts:July 20082,404 Just buy one for as little as $10. [Link: google.com] OP | Post 11 made on Monday October 4, 2010 at 12:42 tramsLong Time Member 201013 On October 2, 2010 at 18:01, 3FG
said... 1) Get remotely made by Universal Electronics (OneForAll and others) and use video startup code 1164. Just some people. Remotely launch code. Is the One4All URC-4005 one of the remote controls that supports my device? On October 4, 2010 at 07:10, Jasonvp said... Just buy one for $10 [link: google.com] Is the One4All URC4005 a learning remote control? Thanks everyone! OP | 12 Made on Monday October 4, 2010 at 13:06 Tram Member Joined Time:Posts:September 201013 Model OARC03G. Does it support my device or is it learning remotely? Much. Post 13 made on Monday October 4, 2010 at 17:30 3FGSelect Member Joined:Posts:August
20091,861 The URC-4005 is really old, and I do not expect it to have the desired IR signal. According to the manual for OARC03G OneForAll.com, it has the startup code 21164, which should work. Not learning remotely. OP | Post 14 made on Tuesday October 5, 2010 at 04:57 tramsLong Time Member Joined:Posts:September 201013
Thank you for your reply! Why is the startup code for my device just that one? Where do you find him? Last edited by trams on October 5, 2010, at 19:42. Post 15 made on Tuesday October 5, 2010 at 21:47 3FGSelect Member Joined:Posts:August 20091,861 there is an upgrade file for the DR-MV150 at hifi-remote.com, and I used
RemoteMaster to see the device and function numbers. Then I used the Lookup tool to find the startup codes that matched the JVC protocol, the 111.Video 1164 device (written as 21164 for some distance) and had the largest number of remote supports. Other matches include 11,275, 21,550 and 21,597. For most part all 4 startup
codes send the same function number. Page 2 of the following page was printed RemoteCentral.com : OP | 16 Made on Wednesday October 6, 2010 at 10:19 Am Tram Time Joined:Posts:September 201013 Thank you. So I want to buy One4All OARC03G. Do you know if I can use the DVD/VCR switch function from remote control? OP |
17 Made on Friday October 8, 2010 at 15:43 Tram Time Joined Member:Posts:September 201013 Ehm... Maybe you haven't seen this second page of the topic. Did you know if I have the function to switch DVDs to VCR and viceversa in the remote control that I want to buy? 18 Made on Saturday October 9, 2010 at 00:56 3FGSelect Join
member:Posts:August 20091,861 You have to add some handy functions, and I suspect that switching between DVD and VCR needs to be added. First assign the setup code 21164 to the DVD button:1) Tap DVD2) Press Set until the remote blinks twice3) Enter 21164The remote should blink twice. To assign a function to a button, for
example, VCR to 1 button1) Tap DVD2) Press Set until the remote blinks twice3) Enter 9944) Tap Set5) Enter 001716) Tap the 1 buttonThe remote should blink twice. Now, when the remote is in DVD mode, pressing 1 JVC will switch to VCR mode. The function number is listed here, but you don't need them function EFC function
Backward001867&gt;&gt; Forward001826| &lt;&lt; Skip0012021&gt;&gt;| Skip0011620|| Pause0005613&gt; Play0005212Stop0001873Home0002262Disc Menulist00020205224Up Arrow/JVC Channel +00191130Dn Arrow/JVC Channel -00190134Left/JVC Fav Channel -00188132Right/JVC Fav Channel +
00189128Enter/@0002060Display0002156Return00108212Audio0012223Subtitle00172196Zoom00049201Chapter00173192Record00044204Record Mode0015349Title0006143Thumbnail00240221Play Mode00045200Marker00125144Search00046206Clear00015050014852*0012319 OP | Post 19 made on Saturday October 9, 2010
at 10:02 tramsLong Time Member Joined:Posts:September 201013 Thank you very much for your reply! Last edited by trams on October 9, 2010, at 12:25 pm. OP | Post 20 made on Sunday October 24, 2010 at 14:17 tramsLong Time Member Joined:Posts:September 201013 Hello, i'm sorry if you don't hear of me for long time but i has
been busy with other things. I bought a global remote control, not the One4All OARC03G, but the Philips SRU3030 II. It combos for DVDR/VCR, but it's not JVC ones! If I look for help on the Philips site, it tells me that I have to read manually, but I don't find anything. Do you know if it is possible to have this remote control working with my
JVC DVDR/VCR combo? Thank you in the way for your help and sorry for my English! English!
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